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Abstract: We report on mirrorless laser operation of Nd:YVO4 single- and double-cladding
waveguides fabricated by femtosecond laser direct writing. Fundamental- (LP01) and high-
order-mode (LP03, LP05) guiding and lasing have been observed in waveguides with different
geometries and sizes. Double-cladding waveguides exhibit good guiding and lasing performance
via inheriting advantages respectively from individual single cladding. As a result, continuous-
wave lasing with a threshold as low as 59 mW is obtained, depending on the optical feedback
provided only by Fresnel reflections at the waveguide end faces. By using few-layer graphene as
saturable absorber, passively Q-switched operation in fabricated waveguides is also achieved.

© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Optical waveguides are far more than merely connecting elements between integrated optical
components. Benefiting from their strong optical confinement, dielectric waveguides are full of
possibilities for functional optical devices as well [1–6]. Solid-state channel waveguide lasers are
among the most promising architectures for compact and robust laser sources because they are
able to offer enhanced optical gain, reduced lasing threshold, and miniaturized footprints [7–10].
Usually, single-mode waveguides are more favorable with a view to achieving high-power laser
output with a high beam quality, especially for Q-switched and mode-locked operations [9,10].
Multimode waveguides, e.g. multimode fibers, have recently received renewed attention due to
their promising applications such as optical communication [11,12], creation of optical vortices
[13,14], optical sensing [15,16], and quantum information technology [17,18]. So far, a lot of
efforts has been made to study single-mode waveguides in terms of fabrication, optimization as
well as characterization techniques [7–10]. To realize multimode waveguide lasers, the so-called
depressed-cladding waveguides (firstly proposed by Okhrimchuk et al. in 2005 [19]), which
are geometrically analogical to large-mode-area fibers, fabricated by femtosecond laser direct
writing (FsLDW) are ideal candidates [10,20,21]. Such tubular cladding waveguides, benefiting
from their flexible geometries, sizes and refractive index profiles defined by FsLDW, are capable
of supporting excellent single- as well as multi-mode light guiding along all-angle polarizations
and offering good lasing performance [10,19–25]. Furthermore, the cross sections of cladding
waveguides can be designed to match well to the commercially available fibers, enabling, in
principle, optimized connection to construct fiber-waveguide-fiber integrated photonic platforms.

A typical solid-state waveguide laser cavity requires incoupling/outcoupling mirrors, to provide
the sufficient optical feedback for laser emission, and probably a modulation element, such as a
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saturable absorber (SA) for Q-switched/mode-locked operation [9,10]. In this way, however, the
waveguide laser is never fully monolithic. A more compact design is to use reflective coating on
waveguide end facets [10,25,26]. The optical coating can also be even multifunctional, which acts
at the same time as a output coupling mirror and a dispersive mirror for mode-locked operation
[10,27]. However, designing and transferring desired optical coatings can be a laborious, time
consuming and costly effort. Mirrorless waveguide lasers, relying on the high optical gain of
waveguide technology by which a Fabry-Perot cavity can be effectively formed simply by the
Fresnel reflections, is one of the most straightforward solutions toward reaching the ultimate
level of on-chip photonic integration in robust and compact packages. So far, most of the
reported mirrorless laser operations of dielectric waveguides are within continuous-wave (CW)
regime, realized in liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) grown rare-earth (RE) doped potassium yttrium
tungstates (KY(WO4)2 or KYW), benefitting mainly from the low losses of the fabricated
waveguides [28–30]. With a view to achieving low-threshold waveguide lasers, RE-doped yttrium
orthovanadate (YVO4) is actually an ideal alternative due to its high transition cross sections,
leading to a high optical gain and a low threshold for CW laser operation [8,31,32].
Depressed-cladding waveguide lasers operating in both CW and pulsed regimes have been

realized by FsLDW inNd:YVO4 [10,20,33–38]. However, none of these previously reportedworks
use mirrorless waveguide cavity configuration. In this work, for the first time to the best of our
knowledge, based on a mirrorless optical cavity configuration, we report on fundamental- (LP01)
and high-order-mode (LP03, LP05) guiding as well as lasing (under both CW and Q-switched
operations) performance in Nd:YVO4 single- and double-cladding waveguides fabricated by
FsLDW. The double-cladding geometry is similar to the well-known double-clad fibers and has
been realized in waveguide lasers to maintain single-transverse mode in the core section [39–41].

2. Waveguide fabrication

The raw Nd:YVO4 (1 at.% Nd3+ ions) crystal wafer used in this work has dimensions of 2(a) ×
7(b) × 9(c) mm3. All the crystal facets have been well polished to an optical grade. A Ti:Sapphire
regenerative amplifier (Spitfire, Spectra Physics), which delivers 795-nm pulses with a temporal
duration of 120 fs and a maximum pulse energy of 1 mJ at a repetition rate of 1 kHz, is employed
to fabricate cladding structures buried inside the crystal wafer. In the laser-writing process,
the incident laser beam is focused through the largest crystal facet (7 × 9 mm2) at a maximum
depth of 110 µm by a 40× microscope objective (N.A.= 0.65). The crystal wafer is placed on a
motorized XYZ micro-positioning stage which allows for precise translation of the sample at a
constant velocity (0.5 mm/s in this work to minimize the stress effect induced by laser pulses)
with respect to the incident laser beam. A pulse energy of 2 µJ (on sample) is identified as the
optimal value in order to produce laser-damage tracks while avoiding crystal cracking. Under
our experimental conditions, a damage track with a vertical length of 10 µm and a lateral width
of 1.5 µm can be produced via a single scan. A number of parallel scans are performed, with a
constant lateral separation of 3 µm, at different depths beneath the crystal surface to define the
desired cladding structures: two single-cladding waveguides with radius of 55 (WG1) and 20
µm (WG2), respectively, and one double-cladding waveguide (WG3 with outer and inner radius
of 55 and 20 µm, respectively) constructed by two concentric tubular structures that are similar
to the single claddings. All the waveguides are written along the b-axis (i.e. waveguide length
of 7 mm in all cases) of the crystal wafer. The end-facets are kept uncoated, as shown in the
inset (upper-left) in Fig. 1. The main intention of choosing this FsLDW parameter combination
(i.e. the combination of waveguide geometry, size and refractive index modification) is realizing
efficient guiding and lasing with high-order and fundamental modes in waveguides with large-
and small-core areas, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the end-face coupling arrangement for waveguide characteri-
zation. The insets are cross-sectional images (upper-left) of different waveguide geometries
and a photograph (lower-right) of the graphene/quartz plate. Scale bar denotes 50 µm.

3. Waveguide characterization and laser performance

3.1. Passive regime: waveguide modes and losses

To estimate the optical guiding performance of the fabricated waveguides under passive regime,
a standard end-face coupling arrangement is employed, as schematically shown in Fig. 1. The
working wavelengths are 632.8 and 1064 nm, where Nd:YVO4 has negligible absorption. A
He-Ne laser and a solid-state laser are employed as laser sources, both of which are linearly
polarized and are fixed at constant output power during measurements. A half-wave plate is used
for rotating the polarization of the incident beam in order to investigate the light guidance along
full-angle polarizations. We use a plano-convex lens (f = 25 mm, resulting in 20- and 29-µm
focal spot sizes at 632.8 and 1064 nm, respectively) and a microscope objective (20×/0.40) for
light in- and out-coupling of the sample, respectively.
The transmitted waveguide modal profiles are imaged by a CCD camera, as shown in

Figs. 2(a)–2(c). As expected, WG1 with large diameter support high-order modes, which have
intensity distributions that in analogy to the linearly polarized LP05 (at 632.8 nm, shown in upper
Fig. 2(a)) and LP03 (at 1064 nm, shown in lower Fig. 2(a)) modes in step-index fibers [42]. In
fact, the cladding waveguides fabricated in this work have similarities to optical fibers not only in
geometries, but also in refractive index distribution, i.e. step-index profile. Therefore, we believe
it is reasonable to use the formulas that often appear in the context of fiber optics to estimate the
refractive index modification caused by FsLDW in this work (although in the fiber case the length
is much longer and the ratio between cladding and core areas is usually much larger than that in
our case). In step-index fibers/waveguides, the normalized frequency parameter (V = 2πr·NA/λ)
determines the number of modes, where λ (632.8 and 1064 nm herein) is the wavelength, r (55
µm for WG1) is the radius of the guide core, and NA is the numerical aperture [42]. By using a
Fiber Mode Solver (Matlab code), the required V numbers for effectively supporting LP05 and
LP03 modes as well as the NA values can be easily estimated, resulting in a minimum refractive
index modification of ∆n= ncore - ncladding ≈ 3 × 10−4 (ncore ≈ 1.99/1.96 is the refractive index of
Nd:YVO4 at 632.8/1064 nm). The calculated modal profiles are shown in Fig. 2(d), which fit well
to the measured results in Fig. 2(a). The modal profiles in case of WG2 are also checked using the
calculated ∆n. The fundamental LP01 modes at both 632.8 nm and 1064 nm can be determined,
which are consistent with the experimental results in Fig. 2(b). Furthermore, based on the ∆n,
the mode radii of WG2 and WG3 at 1064 nm are calculated to be both around 33.5 µm according
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to Marcuse’s equation [42], which is in fairly good agreement with the experimental results in
Fig. 2. This further strengthens our argument that a step-index profile is a good approximation.
In experiments, only the waveguide modes from the inner cladding of WG3 can be detected. This
is why the modal profiles of WG3 in Fig. 2(c) are identical to that of WG2 in Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 2. Modal profiles of Nd:YVO4 waveguides: (a) WG1, (b) WG2, (c) WG3, and (d)
modelling for WG1, at 632.8 nm (upper figures) and 1064 nm (lower figures). The red dash
circles indicate the spatial locations of the FsLDW tracks. Scale bar denotes 50 µm.

Light transmittance performance at 1064 nm is summarized in Fig. 3, which also contains
unstructured bulk as reference. The same incoupling lens (f = 25 mm) is used for all cases in
Fig. 3. Clearly, the light transmittance in the bulk is polarization-independent. This indicates
that, in spite of the TE and TM polarization directions in this work correspond respectively to the
c- and a-axis of Nd:YVO4 crystal orientations, the original birefringence has no much impact
on the light transmission in this measurement. In contrast to the bulk, however, the maximum
transmittance of all the three waveguides occur along TE polarization and the minima along
TM polarization. Furthermore, for more compact cladding geometries (WG2 and WG3), the
transmittance differences between the maxima (TE) and the minima (TM) are much larger than
that of large claddings (WG1). This is most probably induced by the geometrical anisotropy of the
laser damage track, resulting in a slight asymmetry of the cladding structures and some residual
stress around the waveguide core. This polarization-dependent effect has severe influence on the
guiding properties of small-diameter claddings, e.g. WG2 and WG3, but very limited impact on
large-diameter ones, e.g. WG1. The all-angle optical transmission of WG1 is actually very close
to that of the bulk. Based on the results in Fig. 2, waveguide losses (including propagation losses
and coupling losses) can be obtained, as summarized in Table 1. In our measurements, TE and
TM guiding modes have very different losses although very similar modal profiles. We believe
this is a solid evidence for the fact that polarization-dependent volume scattering at waveguide
boundary (induced by laser damage tracks), rather than mode mismatch, is the main contribution
of the total losses estimated in our work. By considering the waveguide losses at 1064 nm
(Table 1) and the coupling efficiency formula ηc =

4w2
1w2

2

(w2
1+w2

2)
2 (with w1 and w2 are the radii of the

incident spot size and guided modes) for single-mode waveguide, the propagation losses of WG2
and WG3 at 1064 nm are determined to be 0.66 and 0.46 dB/cm (with the same coupling loss of
0.44 dB when using the incoupling lens f = 25 mm in both cases).
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Fig. 3. Polar plot of optical transmittance of Nd:YVO4 waveguides and bulk measured with
different polarizations of input light at 1064 nm.

Table 1. Nd:YVO4 waveguide total losses (coupling losses+propagation losses) estimated from
Fig. 3

WG1 WG2 WG3

Loss (TE) 0.08 dB 0.90 dB 0.76 dB

Loss (TM) 0.65 dB 3.71 dB 4.95 dB

3.2. Active regime: CW waveguide laser

In order to investigate the laser performance of the fabricated Nd:YVO4 waveguides, we employed
an end-face coupling arrangement similar to that in Fig. 1 but replaced the laser source by a
tunable CW Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent MBR-110) for optical pumping. The pump light is
linearly polarized with a wavelength centered at 810 nm. Benefitting from the sufficiently high
optical gain provided by the Nd:YVO4 waveguides, a Fabry-Perot cavity can be effectively formed
simply by the Fresnel reflections (reflectance of around 11% determined by the refractive index
of Nd:YVO4) at waveguide end-facets, which is able to provide sufficient optical feedback for
laser oscillation. In the experiments, the laser emission occurs in both forward and backward
directions from waveguide end-facets due to the mirrorless configuration. A dichroic mirror is
then inserted between the half-wave plate and the incoupling lens to separate the laser output
in the backward direction from the pump. The total output power is the sum of laser powers
from both directions. We also use incoupling lenses with different focal lengths (f = 25 and 50
mm, resulting in focal spot sizes of 23 and 46 µm, respectively) to investigate how the coupling
efficiency influences the lasing performance. The same microscope objective (20×/0.40) is used
for outcoupling in all cases. The alignment in each measurement is separately optimized for
reaching maximum output power.

The input-output dependences are shown in Fig. 4. The exact lasing thresholds Pth and slope
efficiencies η are also indicated separately for each waveguide. The central lasing wavelength is
1065 nm with the full wave at half maximum (FWHM) value of 0.5 nm (with a spectrometer
resolution of 0.2 nm), corresponding to the transition band 4F3/2 →

4I11/2 of Nd3+. The laser
output is linearly polarized with E‖c, which is naturally selected by the anisotropy of the gain
[43]. From the seemingly miscellaneous data points in Fig. 4 four key features of Nd:YVO4
cladding waveguide lasers can be summarized:
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a All the waveguides show slightly superior lasing performance (higher slope efficiencies,
lower lasing thresholds as well as larger maximum output power) under optical pump with
TE, with respect to TM, polarization. This we believe, according to the modified Caird
analysis [44], is mainly caused by the higher waveguide losses along TM polarization, as
verified in passive regime (in Fig. 3 and Table 1).

b As expected, the more compact the active waveguide core is, the lower lasing threshold it
possesses. As a result, WG2 (>102 mW) gives only half of WG1’s (>218 mW) lasing
threshold. For a comparison, the CW laser operation when moving the pump beam into the
bulk area (the least compact geometry) is also tested. Based on the same optical setup and
mirrorless cavity, a lasing threshold around 300-400 mW with very unstable laser output
power is obtained. This result further demonstrates the advantages of compact waveguide
geometries in terms of constructing low-threshold lasers.

c Large-cladding waveguide (WG1) laser shows less sensitivity on the incoupling condition
compared to that of WG2. The focal spot diameters for different incoupling lenses are
different, giving dissimilar modal mismatch, i.e. coupling efficiency, between the pump
and the waveguide mode. However, this modal mismatch has relatively little impact (with
<20% difference on maximum output power) on WG1 due to its large diameter. While for
WG2, the difference on maximum output power is >40%. In fact, all the laser modes of
WG2 and WG3 are very similar to that measured in passive regime (results at 1064 nm in
Fig. 2), even using different incoupling lenses. However, for WG1, the laser mode varies,
as shown in Fig. 5. In case of f = 25 mm (23-µm spot size), the intensity distribution in
Fig. 5(a) is identical to that in Fig. 2(a), i.e. LP03 mode. For f = 50 mm (46-µm spot size),
the LP03 mode gets weakly coupled, as shown in Fig. 5(b), showing a kind of hybrid modal
profile composed of LP03 and lower-order mode. For comparison, we also use a lens with
f = 100 mm (92-µm focal spot size) for incoupling. In such a case, only a fundamental
mode with reduced mode size can be excited, as shown in Fig. 5(c). These results prove
that, first, large-cladding waveguide is able to support multimode lasing with little impact
on the laser output and efficiency (the laser performance of WG1 in case of f= 100 mm
is not shown, but it is quite similar to that in Fig. 4) simply by adjusting the coupling
condition; second, a suitable incoupling condition is highly required for achieving an
efficient high-order-mode waveguide lasing.

d Double-cladding waveguide (WG3) combines the respective advantages from large- and
small-cladding waveguides via its outer- and inner-cladding, giving fundamental-mode
lasing with low lasing threshold and meanwhile low sensitivity on coupling efficiency.
Notably, a lasing threshold as low as Pth = 59 mW has been obtained in case of WG3
when using TE-polarized pump and incoupling lens with f = 50 mm, relying only on the
non-coated waveguide end-facets. It is noteworthy that our calculation of incident pump
power here does not take into account the waveguide coupling losses. By considering the
waveguide losses as described in Section 3.1 and the coupling efficiency for pump spot
size of 46 µm, a lasing threshold of Pth <50 mW can be expected for WG3.

The maximum output power from WG3 is approximately 397 mW, which is lower than that of
WG1 (443 mW) but slightly higher than that of WG2 (374 mW). Since the waveguide loss of
WG3 is much higher than that of WG1, there is still great room for improvement to get better
lasing performance from double-cladding waveguides. The highest slope efficiency of WG3 is
46%, which is equivalent to that of WG2 but slightly lower than that of WG1 (57%).
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Fig. 4. Output power as a function of incident power obtained from Nd:YVO4 cladding
waveguides (left: WG1, middle: WG2, right: WG3) for TE (filled markers) and TM (open
markers) polarized pump, respectively, employing incoupling lenses with focal lengths of 25
(circles) and 50 mm (cubes). Solid and dashed lines are linear fit of the experimental data.

Fig. 5. Laser modes at 1.06 µm of WG1 when using incoupling lens with different focal
lengths: (a) f = 25 mm, (b) f = 50 mm, and (c) f = 100 mm.

3.3. Active regime: Q-switched waveguide laser

To further explore the lasing performance operating at pulsed regime (passive Q-switching) of
the fabricated waveguides, we used a graphene thin film (∼5 layers grown by chemical vapor
deposition) coated quartz plate (2-mm thick) as SA, as shown in the lower-right inset in Fig. 1.
The SA is adhered to the output facet of the waveguide, serving as an output coupler (OC,
with single-pass transmittance of around 80% at 1.06 µm) in parallel. The end-face coupling
arrangement is remained the same as that for CW laser operation. The Q-switched lasing
performance of WG3 is measured using pump with TE polarization and an incoupling lens with
f = 25 mm, results are summarized in Fig. 6. The central wavelength is 1065.2 nm. Comparing
the results in Fig. 6(a) (in case of TE pump and f = 25 mm for WG3) to that in Fig. 4, we find
that adhering a SA to the waveguide end-facet results in a slightly reduced lasing threshold
(80 mW compared to 137 mW) and lower maximum output power (344 mW compared to 370
mW, giving a Q-switching conversion efficiency of >90%). This is mainly because the SA we
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used here is also serving as an OC, providing a slightly lower transmittance (a total of 71%
considering Fresnel reflection) than Fresnel transmission (89% transmittance) given only by the
bare waveguide end facet. The laser mode shown in the inset of Fig. 6(a) is identical to that in
the passive regime in Fig. 2(c). A typical oscilloscope trace of the Q-switched pulse train (at
repetition rate of 7.1 MHz) of WG3 is shown in Fig. 6(b). The Q-switching intensity instabilities
of <15% can be attributed to the SA heating due to the non-absorbed pump power. The key
parameters, namely temporal duration (τ), repetition rate (f rep) and single pulse energy (Ep), of
the generated laser pulses are also determined, as summarized in Figs. 6(c)–6(e). By increasing
the pump power, the pulse duration decreases from 150 ns to 31.2 ns (Fig. 6(c)), whilst the
repetition rate increases from 1.5 MHz to 150 MHz (Fig. 6(d)), resulting in a maximum single
pulse energy of 26.8 nJ (Fig. 6(e)). Such a dependence between the τ (f rep) and the pump power
is typically observed in lasers passively Q-switched by fast SAs and is related to the dependence
of SA bleaching on the pump power [45].

Fig. 6. (a) Average output power as a function of incident power obtained from WG3 in
Q-switched regime. The inset shows the laser mode. The red dash circles indicate the spatial
locations of the FsLDW tracks. (b) Oscilloscope trace of the Q-switched pulse train at
repetition rate of 7.1 MHz. The (c) pulse duration, (d) repetition rate and (e) single pulse
energy of the delivered pulses as a function of the incident pump power.

4. Summary

In conclusion, we have fabricated low-lossNd:YVO4 claddingwaveguides supporting fundamental
and high-order modes by FsLDW. Based on a mirrorless cavity configuration, efficient CW and
Q-switched laser operations have been achieved, resulting in a lasing threshold as low as 59 mW
(WG3), a slope efficiency as high as 57% (WG1), and a maximum output power as large as 443
mW (WG1). With the modulation of a graphene absorber, pulses with a duration of 31.2 ns are
produced. In particular, different laser modes can be excited in the large-cladding waveguide by
adjusting the incoupling conditions, which can be promising for applications in, for example,
optical vortices creation and power scaling of waveguide lasers. The double-cladding waveguide
shows comparable laser performance to that of single-cladding ones even though it possesses
much higher losses, suggesting great potential of such a geometry with a view to constructing
efficient fiber-waveguide-fiber platforms. If the cladding pumping scheme that has been proven
successful for high-power double-clad fiber lasers can be transplanted into waveguide laser
technology, output power scaled up to kilowatt-level while maintaining near diffraction-limited
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beam quality in the core can be expected by using double-cladding waveguides [46]. For the
sake of achieving CW mode-locked waveguide lasers with high integration level and robustness,
future work will involve FsLDW of integrated chirped Bragg gratings with designable dispersion
in cladding waveguide lasers [47,48]. Overall, we believe this work provides an alternative
approach to constructing compact and multifunctional laser sources useful for future photonic
integrated circuits.
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